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Abstract: The treatment of melanoma has improved markedly over the last several years with the 

advent of more targeted therapies. Unfortunately, complex compensation mechanisms, such as 

those of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, have limited the clinical benefit 

of these treatments. Recently, a better understanding of melanoma resistance mechanisms has 

given way to intelligently designed multidrug regimes. Herein, we review the extensive pathways 

of BRAF inhibitor (vemurafenib and dabrafenib) resistance. We also review the advantages of 

dual therapy, including the addition of an MEK inhibitor (cobimetinib or trametinib), which has 

proven to increase progression-free survival when compared to BRAF inhibitor monotherapy. 

Finally, this review touches on future treatment strategies that are being developed for advanced 

melanoma, including the possibility of triple therapy with immune checkpoint inhibitors and 

the work on optimizing sequential therapy.

Keywords: cobimetinib, trametinib, vemurafenib, dabrafenib, BRAF inhibitor, MAPK 

pathway

Introduction
Traditional chemotherapies have been well studied for metastatic melanoma with 

no evidence supporting survival benefit. Melanoma oncogenesis involves both 

DNA damage from ultraviolet light and genetic predispositions.1,2 In the last several 

years, successful targeted therapies have revolutionized the treatment of advanced 

melanomas by targeting the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. The 

MAPK pathway is a critical regulator of cell proliferation and survival. BRAF and its 

downstream target, MEK, are kinases in the MAPK pathway, and therefore play an 

important role in cell proliferation.3,4 The discovery of somatic BRAF V600 mutations 

in melanomas initiated the development of targeted therapies. BRAF inhibitors were 

the first pharmacological agents used clinically, but tumor resistance has limited their 

benefit. To overcome these resistance mechanisms, MEK inhibitors have been used 

in combination and their results are promising. This review explores the resistance 

pathways of BRAF inhibitors and the role of MEK inhibitors in combating BRAF 

inhibitor resistance in advanced BRAF-mutant melanomas.

The start of targeted therapy
After the BRAF V600 mutation was identified in melanoma,4 BRAF inhibitors were 

developed for advanced melanomas harboring this mutation. In 2011, the US Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) approved the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib for treatment 

of unresectable or metastatic melanoma with BRAF(V600E) mutations.5 In patients 
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with advanced melanoma, the median progression-free 

survival (PFS) with single-agent vemurafenib ranges 

from 5 to 7 months, and the median overall survival is 

approximately 16 months, which is 7 months more than with 

chemotherapy.6–9

In 2013, dabrafenib became the second FDA-approved 

BRAF inhibitor with similar indications.10 Although a 

significant difference in overall survival was not observed, 

patients treated with single-agent dabrafenib demonstrated 

an improved median PFS compared to those treated with 

dacarbazine.11

Development of BRAF inhibitor 
resistance through reactivation of 
the MAPK pathway
Unfortunately, the clinical benefit of a BRAF inhibitor is 

limited by intrinsic and acquired resistance. Reactivation of 

the MAPK pathway is a major contributor to treatment failure 

in BRAF-mutant melanoma (Figure 1). In fact, a study of 

resistance mechanisms showed that reactivation of MAPK 

signaling drives BRAF inhibitor resistance in roughly 80% 

of melanoma tumors.12,13

Reactivation of MAPK through receptor 
tyrosine kinase activation and eRK 
rebound
Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), upstream of RAS in 

the MAPK pathway, consist of growth factor receptors for 

ligands such as epidermal growth factor (EGF), fibroblast 

growth factor (FGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), and 

platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR). Stimulation 

of RTKs activates RAS, which triggers downstream signaling 

cascades. Mutations in the genetic coding or regulation of 

expression of these enzymes have been shown to induce and 

promote resistance to BRAF inhibition, including invasion 

and metastasis.14–17 One study demonstrated that increased 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram representing MeK inhibitor-sensitive reactivation of MAPK signaling following BRAF inhibitor resistance.
Notes: Mutations and dysregulation of factors within the MAPK pathway that contribute to BRAF inhibitor resistance include: increased activity of RTKs either through 
higher levels of ligand stimulation or an RTK mutation providing constitutive activity; loss of NF1 inhibitory function; single point-mutations or increased levels of RAS; copy-
number gain, or alternative splicing of BRAF, or increased CRAF; activation of MeK kinase independent of RAF by MLKs; and loss of eRK-dependent negative feedback. Dashed 
lines represent loss of effective inhibition. Faded NF1 represents complete loss of expression.
Abbreviations: NF1, neurofibromin-1; RTK, receptor tyrosine kinase; MLK, mixed lineage kinases; ERK, extracellular-signal-regulated kinase; MAPK, mitogen-activated 
protein kinase.
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levels of basic FGF induced higher FGF receptor 3 (FGFR3) 

activity, thus reactivating MAPK in vemurafenib-resistant 

cells in culture.17 The authors also discovered a constitutively 

active mutant of FGFR3 promoted BRAF inhibitor resistance 

through the MAPK pathway. Adding bFGF led to RAS 

activation, upregulated extracellular-signal-regulated kinase 

(ERK) activation, and was responsive to both pan-RAF and 

MEK inhibitors.

Negative feedback of MAPK is directly mediated by 

ERK-dependent phosphorylation of enzymes in the path-

way including RAF, RTK, and SOS.18,19 Additionally, ERK 

activation induces expression of negative regulators of 

MAPK.20,21 In BRAF(V600E) cancers, the MAPK pathway 

is hyper-stimulated, which suppresses ERK-dependent feed-

back inhibition. When a BRAF(V600E)-mutant melanoma is 

treated with a RAF inhibitor, there is induction of RAS-GTP 

accompanied by a rebound in phospho-ERK (pERK).22 This 

rise in RAS-GTP levels promotes CRAF dimerization and the 

subsequent phosphorylation of MEK, and thereby decreases 

the effectiveness of RAF inhibitors. Although CRAF dimers 

are insensitive to vemurafenib, ERK rebound through CRAF 

remains sensitive to MEK inhibition.

Further findings demonstrate that various growth factor 

ligands (EGF, hepatocyte growth factor [HGF], neuregulin 

[NRG], FGF) can antagonize vemurafenib sensitivity via 

ligand-induced sensitization,22,23 which promotes ERK 

rebound and desensitization to BRAF inhibition.24 These 

findings suggest that enhancement of RTK signaling is due 

to relief of ERK-dependent feedback inhibition. Combined 

inhibition of the MAPK pathway could theoretically increase 

the degree of response duration compared to RAF inhibi-

tion alone.

Reactivation of MAPK through RAS
HRAS, KRAS, and NRAS are RAS isoforms within 

the MAPK pathway. While BRAF is mutated in 50% of 

melanomas, NRAS and KRAS are mutated in about 20% 

and 2%, respectively.25 Although BRAF inhibitors can induce 

metastasis in RAS mutants by reactivation of MEK/ERK sig-

naling, this mechanism can be blocked by MEK inhibition.25 

Mutations in KRAS and NRAS reactivate the MAPK pathway, 

activating tumor growth as well as accelerating preexisting 

but previously benign secondary tumors.26,27 Melanomas 

were found to acquire resistance to BRAF(V600E) inhibi-

tion by acquisition of activating NRAS mutations as well as 

NRAS upregulation through increased copy number.16 Addi-

tionally, although NRAS mutations concurrent with BRAF 

V600 mutations are rare, they can promote BRAF inhibitor 

resistance through reactivation of MAPK via preference for 

CRAF.28 Others have shown that some mutations in BRAF 

or KRAS alone do not induce melanoma, but dual mutations 

can promote CRAF-dependent resistance.29 Knockdown 

of NRAS in mutant melanoma cells resulted in decreased 

pERK with a predominantly apoptotic response, suggesting 

MAPK dependence in mutated NRAS melanomas.30 Indeed, 

sensitization to MEK inhibition is a hallmark trait of NRAS-

mutated BRAF inhibitor-resistant cells.16

Reactivation of MAPK through silencing 
of NF1
RAS proteins are activated when guanine exchange factors 

bind GTP and inactivated by GTPase-activating proteins. 

Active RAS facilitates dimerization and activation of RAF 

kinases, which stimulates MEK and ERK. RAS proteins 

are inactivated by GTPase-activating proteins such as 

neurofibromin-1 (NF1), a GTP-binding factor that facilitates 

GTP hydrolysis.31 Consequently, NF1 is a negative regulator 

of the MAPK pathway. Genome-scale RNA interference 

and screening of melanoma tumors identified inactivation 

of NF1 as a mechanism of resistance to BRAF inhibition,32 

due to hyperactivation through CRAF dimerization.32–34 

Furthermore, mutant NF1 alleles identified in melanomas 

with relatively short response times were thought to confer 

either a selective intrinsic or acquired advantage. NF1 silenc-

ing in BRAF-mutant melanoma cell lines in the presence of 

a BRAF inhibitor led to increased active GTP-bound RAS, 

sustained phosphorylation of ERK, and proliferation.34 

Mutants with complete loss of NF1 exhibited resistance to 

BRAF inhibitors. However, NF1 null cells treated with a 

MEK inhibitor displayed decreased proliferation, highlight-

ing MEK dependence.34

Reactivation of MAPK through RAF
Mutations inducing upregulation of BRAF(V600E) were 

also found to confer resistance to BRAF inhibitor therapy. 

A copy-number gain of mutated BRAF(V600E) provided a 

form of resistance yet was still dependent on MEK/ERK 

signaling.35 Splice variants of BRAF(V600E) were found to 

be a driving force in vemurafenib resistance in mutant mela-

noma cell culture as well as in patient tumors.36 The caus-

ative alternative splicing event was shown to be an in-frame 

deletion confined to the mutant BRAF allele. Structurally, this 

promoted constitutive dimerization of mutant BRAF which 

bestowed BRAF inhibitor resistance, even in the absence of 

RAS activation. This mutant also retained sensitivity to MEK 

inhibition, demonstrating that additional downstream path-

way inhibitors are necessary to delay or inhibit resistance. 

Furthermore, potential resistance to BRAF inhibition could 
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be induced by switching tumor dependency from BRAF to 

increasing expression of CRAF.37

Paradoxical oncogenesis is a concern in BRAF inhibitor-

treated melanoma due to transactivation of RAF isoforms. 

Vemurafenib and dabrafenib bind to the highly active mono-

meric mutant BRAF(V600) to inhibit its function. However 

inhibitor-bound mutant BRAF can still dimerize with unin-

hibited CRAF to activate MAPK, consequently leading to 

proliferation and tumor progression,38,39 highlighting the 

importance of additional downstream inhibitors.

Reactivation of MAPK through MeK and 
MeK-activating kinase
Mixed lineage kinases (MLK1–4) are MEK kinases that are 

able to independently reactivate the MEK/ERK pathway, 

even in the presence of RAF inhibitors. Studies of acquired 

resistance in melanoma tumors demonstrated that BRAF 

inhibitor resistance correlates with MLK upregulation,40,41 

as well as a gain of function mutation in MLK1,41 leading to 

patient tumor progression. Furthermore, MLK expression in 

the presence of vemurafenib prevented apoptosis, contribut-

ing an additional mechanism of survival advantage by MLK 

in BRAF inhibitor resistance.41

immune evasion and survival through 
alteration of tumor microenvironment
Recent data suggest that BRAF(V600E) contributes to 

immune escape.42,43 Expression of melanoma antigens Mart1, 

Tyrp1, Tyrp2, and GP100 were significantly increased after 

treatment of BRAF-mutant melanoma cell lines with BRAF 

inhibitor, facilitating T-cell cytotoxicity.42 BRAF inhibi-

tion was associated with a decrease in immunosuppressive 

cytokines,42,43 as well as a significant increase in CD8+ T-cell 

infiltrate,42,44 and T-cell recognition of melanoma.45 Thus, 

compared to no treatment, BRAF inhibitor therapy provides 

a more favorable tumor microenvironment, supporting the 

idea of potential synergy of BRAF-targeted therapy and 

immunotherapy.46

PDL1 is an inducible cell surface protein, one of two 

ligands for programmed-death receptor 1 (PD1), a molecule 

that negatively regulates T-cell immune responses. Increased 

PDL1 expression in cancer cells is a significant escape 

mechanism from host immunity.47 Although BRAF inhibition 

induced immune evasion through increased PDL1, BRAF 

inhibitor-treated tumors exhibited increased markers for T-cell 

exhaustion signifying a dysfunctional immune response.42 At 

time of resistance, melanoma tumor antigen expression and 

CD8+ T-cell infiltrate are decreased. As MAPK reactivation 

leads to higher PDL1 expression in BRAF inhibitor-resistant 

cells, MEK inhibition expectedly and significantly reduced 

PDL1 in BRAF inhibitor-resistant melanoma cells48,49 and 

induced apoptosis.48 In another cancer model, MEK inhibi-

tion reversed PDL1-mediated inhibition of cytotoxic T-cell 

function against acute myeloid leukemia cells.50

Use of MeK inhibitors in BRAF-mutant 
melanoma
Given that the majority of BRAF inhibitor resistance occurs 

through reactivation of MAPK, several potent, non-ATP 

competitive MEK inhibitors were developed (eg, trametinib 

and cobimetinib)51 that show no off-target effects on other 

kinases and are currently being used in clinical trials. MEK 

inhibitors are able to target MAPK-dependent tumors and 

exhibit distinct efficacies against BRAF- and KRAS-mutant 

melanomas.52,53

Cobimetinib is a potent selective oral MEK inhibitor 

with antitumor activity and it demonstrates 100-fold stronger 

potency against mutated BRAF-mutant versus KRAS-mutant 

cell lines.52 Cobimetinib binds strongly to pMEK, making it 

highly potent in inhibiting BRAF(V600E) melanoma, since 

mutant BRAF constantly produces high levels of pMEK. On 

the other hand, trametinib displays higher binding affinity 

to unphosphorylated MEK.54 However, both inhibitors are 

able to inhibit downstream ERK signaling, particularly effec-

tive in BRAF-mutant tumor cells. Studies reveal that BRAF 

inhibitor-resistant tumor cells are highly sensitive to MEK 

inhibition and demonstrate that targeted pharmacological 

MEK inhibition may be a highly effective therapeutic alter-

native in BRAF inhibitor-resistant melanoma.53 In light of 

these findings, focus has turned to dual inhibition of BRAF 

and its downstream target, MEK.

Clinical trials
Single-agent MeK inhibitors
Trametinib, a competitive allosteric MEK inhibitor, dem-

onstrated promise as monotherapy in a Phase III trial. 

The median PFS of patients who received trametinib was 

significantly longer than that of patients who received 

chemotherapy (4.8 vs 1.5 months; hazard ratio [HR] 0.45; 

P0.001). At 6 months, the rate of overall survival was 

significantly higher as well in the trametinib group (81% 

vs 67%; HR 0.54; P=0.01).55 In a small sample cohort, selu-

metinib, another MEK inhibitor, elicited tumor suppression 

in BRAF-mutated melanomas, but only in low phosphor-Akt 

melanomas. This observation further supports that resis-

tance can also be caused by overactivation of the PI3K/Akt 
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pathway.56 Although cobimetinib has not been evaluated as 

a single agent in clinical trials, the maximum tolerated dose 

is 60 mg daily on the 21-day on/7-day off dosing schedule. 

At this dose, cobimetinib is generally well tolerated and the 

most frequent adverse effects include diarrhea, rash, nausea, 

fatigue, dry skin, and peripheral edema.57

Combination therapy
The results of combination therapy of MEK inhibitors and 

BRAF inhibitors are promising. New clinical trials confirm 

improved PFS with concurrent inhibition of BRAF and 

MEK. coBRIM (NCT01689519), a Phase III, randomized 

study, compared patients with BRAF-mutated melanomas 

treated with vemurafenib 960 mg twice daily versus vemu-

rafenib plus cobimetinib 60 mg daily for 21 days followed 

by 7 days off. The group on combination therapy displayed 

prolonged median PFS (9.9 months vs 6.2 months). At the 

time of interim analysis, the median overall survival had 

yet to be reached for both groups (Table 1).58 The coBRIM 

study is scheduled to conclude in 2017 and will provide 

highly anticipated data on the survival benefits of combina-

tion vemurafenib and cobimetinib therapy. With the prom-

ising results of the coBRIM study, the FDA in November 

2015 approved cobimetinib for its utility in combination 

with vemurafenib in patients with advanced BRAF V600 

mutation-positive melanomas.

Other clinical trials focused on different BRAF and 

MEK inhibitor combinations suggested similar findings.59–61 

In fact, the latest Phase III clinical trial of dabrafenib 

(BRAF inhibitor) and trametinib versus monotherapy with 

vemurafenib showed increased median PFS (11.4 months 

vs 7.3 months; HR 0.56; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.46–

0.69; P0.001) and improved overall survival at 12 months 

with combination therapy (72% vs 65%; HR 0.69; 95% 

CI: 0.53–0.89; P=0.005).60 Additionally, the double-blinded 

COMBI-d trial compared dabrafenib and trametinib vs 

dabrafenib and placebo. Interim results demonstrated an 

increased median PFS as well (9.3 months vs 8.8 months; 

HR 0.75; 95% CI: 0.57–0.99; P=0.035).62

Cutaneous adverse events
An additional benefit of combination therapy is the decreased 

frequency of cutaneous adverse events compared to single-

agent MEK or BRAF inhibitor therapy.63 Although BRAF 

inhibitors decrease MAPK pathway activity in BRAF-mutant 

cells, paradoxical activation can take place in BRAF wild-type 

cells with upstream mutations. This leads to the development 

of keratoacanthomas and squamous cell carcinomas early 

in BRAF inhibitor treatment.27,64,65 Co-targeting with MEK 

inhibitors appears to decrease this undesired proneoplastic 

adverse effect that BRAF inhibitors have on keratinocytes.26 

For example, only 3.5% of patients on combination ther-

apy developed cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma and 

keratoacanthoma, whereas 19.7% of those on vemurafenib 

developed these adverse events.58 Therefore, transitioning 

from monotherapy to combination therapy would decrease 

concerns for undesired cutaneous adverse events.

Future studies
With recent positive outcomes, dual BRAF and MEK inhibi-

tion therapy will likely be the future of advanced melanoma 

therapy. Further clinical trials are under way and we antici-

pate that combination therapy will become the standard of 

care over monotherapy.

Specific patient populations
Investigation into the potential of dual BRAF and MEK 

inhibitor therapy in specific patient populations is currently 

under way. coBRIM-B, a multicenter Phase II study, plans 

to evaluate the utility of combination vemurafenib and 

cobimetinib in metastatic melanoma patients with brain 

involvement (NCT02230306). Additionally COMBI-AD, 

a double-blinded Phase II study, is currently evaluating the 

efficacy of combination dabrafenib and trametinib as adju-

vant treatment in patients with completely resected advanced 

melanoma (NCT01682083). These studies may broaden the 

utility of combination therapy in melanoma patients.

Sequential therapy
The future of melanoma therapy may not hinge solely on 

combination therapy, but also on finding an optimal sequen-

tial regime to combat melanoma as it evolves.66 In a Phase Ib 

study of 66 patients with advanced melanoma who progressed 

on vemurafenib, transitioning to combination therapy 

resulted in a limited response with a median PFS of 2.8 

months. The clinical significance of this modest response 

is unclear since the study was not designed to directly 

compare effects of sequential therapy with a combination 

regime. However, the response is undeniably worse than the 

response seen with combination vemurafenib and cobime-

tinib in BRAF inhibitor-naïve patients, who had a median 

PFS of 13.7 months.67

Another study looked at the effect of trametinib in patients 

who were previously treated with BRAF inhibitor vs those 

who were treated with chemotherapy and/or immunotherapy. 

Trametinib monotherapy had minimal clinical activity when 
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administered as sequential therapy in patients with BRAF-

mutant melanoma who had failed BRAF inhibitor therapy.68 

Therefore, the therapeutic role of adding a MEK inhibitor 

after BRAF inhibitor resistance has already occurred is 

unclear, and further investigation on sequential therapy is 

required to address this option fully.

Paradox-breakers
Recently, new compounds have been developed that inhibit 

both BRAF and CRAF as well as SRC family kinases (SFKs) 

termed “paradox-breakers”. These inhibitors were shown to 

be active in treatment-naïve BRAF-mutant tumors, BRAFi-

resistant tumors, and cells isolated from a patient with 

BRAF/MEK inhibitor-resistant melanoma.69,70 The MAPK 

pathway was upregulated in each of these cases, demonstrat-

ing that these inhibitors are useful in the context of high 

pERK levels. Moreover, NRAS-mutant tumors reliant on 

CRAF are highly sensitive to these inhibitors. Future clinical 

studies will be required to ascertain treatment strategies for 

these compounds.

Resistance mechanisms not responsive to 
BRAF or MeK inhibitors
Despite these clinical benefits, the emergence of resistance to 

BRAF inhibitors and eventually to MEK inhibitors restricts 

the therapeutic efficacy of these kinase inhibitors (Figure 2). 

In an attempt to overcome this resistance, more potential 

molecules targeting other aberrant signaling pathways are 

in clinical development.71,72

A myriad of studies have determined pathways other 

than MAPK that can confer resistance. Those upregulated 

mechanisms are briefly discussed here. An increase in RTK 

ligands, either through autocrine production from tumor cells, 

paracrine secretion from stroma, or systemic production, 

promotes resistance to kinase inhibitors.24,73 BRAF inhibitor 

resistance mediated by EGFR was shown in both cell culture 

Figure 2 Schematic diagram representing aberrant signaling pathways responsible for resistance to BRAF or MeK inhibitors in metastatic melanoma and pharmacological 
strategies to overcome this resistance.
Notes: Briefly, the molecular mechanisms of resistance to BRAF or MEK inhibitors in metastatic melanoma are highlighted. Pharmacological agents targeting key factors of 
these pathways undergoing clinical trials are listed.
Abbreviations: PDGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptor; iGF, insulin-like growth factor; eRK, extracellular-signal-regulated kinase.
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studies and patient melanoma.15,74 Similarly, IGF-1R75 and 

MET receptor23 were found to reactivate both the MAPK and 

PI3K/AKT pathway, suggesting that inhibition of MEK is 

only one step of overcoming resistance to BRAF inhibition. 

Indeed, patient-derived samples revealed tumor-associated 

upregulation of PDGFR316,74 in vemurafenib-resistant cells, 

which was shown to be SOX10 and TGFBR2 dependent.74 

MEK inhibition is ineffective in these resistant strains, 

demonstrating that MEK/MAPK is not the key downstream 

pathway here. Both cyclin D1 as well as PTEN were impli-

cated in BRAF inhibitor resistance.76,77

Single codon mutations in MEK were found in tumors 

from relapsed patients while on treatment with a BRAF28,78 

or MEK inhibitor.79 A recent study of vemurafenib-resistance 

tumors revealed a MEK mutation at codon 56 which 

produced the highest levels of pERK (compared to other 

MEK mutations).28 Overall, these MEK mutations confer 

BRAF inhibitor resistance and exhibited robust resistance 

to MEK inhibition,40,79 highlighting the necessity for further 

downstream inhibition at the level of ERK.80 As others have 

suggested,16 these findings support specific treatment strate-

gies for patients who relapse on vemurafenib and require 

precise combinations of targeting agents to optimize inhibi-

tion of proliferation.

With these sources of dual-therapy resistance, targeting 

BRAF and/or MEK may also require targeting other upregu-

lated enzymes to achieve durable therapeutic responses.81 

Clinical trials are currently under way to assess safety 

and efficacy of MEK inhibition (cobimetinib, pimasertib, 

trametinib) combined with single-agent PI3K/Akt/mTOR 

pathway inhibitors (BKM120, GDC-0941, uprosertib, 

BEZ235, SAR245409) (NCT01363232, NCT01138085, 

NCT01337765, NCT01390818, and NCT00996892, respec-

tively). Further, trials simultaneously inhibiting both BRAF 

and MEK, as well as a third inhibitor targeting individual 

enzymes (Akt, MDM2, Bcl-2, or MET) are also taking 

place for advanced melanoma patients (NCT01902173, 

NCT02110355, NCT01989585, or NCT01974258, respec-

tively). Finally, a Phase I trial is under way in relapsed or 

refractory BRAF(V600)-mutated melanoma with a selective 

ERK inhibitor, CC-90003 (NCT02313012).

In a different combined-therapy approach using a pre-

clinical model, intermittent combination therapy with MEK 

inhibitor (cobimetinib) and PI3K inhibitor (GDC-0941) was 

sufficient to demonstrate a robust antitumor effect against 

BRAF/KRAS-mutated melanoma, compared to continuous 

exposure of these agents.82 Taking one step further, “adap-

tive sequential therapy”83 is a new therapeutic strategy of 

using targeted inhibitors based upon the patients’ resistance 

mechanism. An ongoing Phase II clinical trial for advanced 

metastatic melanoma provides BRAF inhibitor therapy until 

progression; upon progression, patients will be treated with 

an interventional drug targeting enzymes within the upregu-

lated resistance pathway (NCT01820364).

Targeted treatment in combination with 
immunotherapy
In spite of the impressive results of targeted inhibition of 

MAPK, further advancements are needed to improve treatment 

outcomes for all patients in metastatic melanoma. As immu-

notherapy has displayed positive results in melanoma,46,84,85 it 

was suggested to synergistically augment the immune system 

by combining immune checkpoint blockades with MAPK 

inhibition.86,87 A representative combination therapy is the 

Table 1 Summary of the clinical trials and outcome measures for combination vemurafenib and cobimetinib therapy

Author 
and year

Description Patients  
(n) 

Primary  
endpoint

Overall survival 
percentage

Median progression- 
free survival

Objective 
response rate 

Larkin et al58 Phase 3 
randomized  
study on v vs  
v+C

495 investigator- 
assessed 
progression-free  
survival

At 9 months, v 73% (95%  
Ci: 65–80)
v+C 81% (95% Ci: 75–87)
Hazard ratio 0.65 (95%  
Ci: 0.42–1.00; P=0.046)

v 6.2 months (95%  
Ci: 5.6–7.4)
v+C 9.9 months  
(95% Ci: 9.0–not reached)
Hazard ratio 0.51 (95% Ci: 
0.39–0.68; P0.001)

v 45%
v+C 68%
(P0.001)

Ribas et al67 Phase 1b dose 
escalation  
cohort of v+C

129 Safety of drug  
combination  
and identifying  
dose limiting  
toxic effects  
and maximum  
tolerated dose

At 1 year, previously 
progressed on v: 32%
BRAF inhibitor naïve: 83%

Previously progressed on  
v: 2.8 months
BRAF inhibitor naïve:  
v+C 13.7 months

Previously 
progressed on 
v: 15%
BRAF inhibitor 
naïve: 88%

Abbreviations: v, vemurafenib; C, cobimetinib.
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use of BRAF inhibitor combined with antibodies that prevent 

inhibitory signaling, such as anti-CTLA-4 (ipilimumab) 

or anti-PD1 (pembrolizumab). The first clinical trial com-

bining MAPK inhibition with immunotherapy involved 

ipilimumab and vemurafenib (NCT01400451); however, 

this combination therapy was terminated due to substantial 

liver toxicities.88 Investigations with other combinations of 

MAPK inhibitors, anti-PDL1 immunotherapies, cytokines 

(IL-2, IFN-alpha 2b), or adoptive cell transfer therapy are 

still ongoing in clinical trials.89

Although immunotherapies are highlighted by recent 

success in advanced melanoma,89–92 toxic effects in combina-

tion with kinase-targeted therapy remain unpredictable. Thus, 

the dosing, timing, and adverse effects of combination treat-

ments involving immunotherapy need to be carefully studied. 

Through further studies, prolonged antitumor response using 

combination MAPK inhibition with immunomodulators 

may be achievable for patients with advanced melanoma. 

With their high antitumor activity and synergistic properties, 

these therapies have a high potential for improving clinical 

outcomes.

Conclusion
With the discovery of BRAF-mutant melanomas, the 

development of new targeted therapeutics has increased 

tremendously in the last several years. These drugs hold 

great potential in improving the prognosis of advanced 

melanoma, but are limited by intrinsic and acquired resis-

tance. BRAF inhibitors have demonstrated tumor response 

and increased median PFS in advanced BRAF-mutant 

melanomas. However, their utility is limited by numerous, 

complex, and often overlapping resistance pathways. Usage 

of MEK inhibitors in conjunction with BRAF inhibitors 

offers a method of combating this resistance. However, 

acquired resistance may also hinder dual therapy. Whether 

the best strategy to prolong survival is through optimiza-

tion of triple therapy or sequential therapy will need to be 

further explored.
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